HELD ON 6-7 JULY 2022
Pragati Maidan, New Delhi, India
Drone International Expo is an international expo on Drones, LiDAR, Geospatial, Air Taxi and Artificial Intelligence. The expo provides the excellent opportunities of business and networking for the participants with the potential users and buyers along with discussion with government officials.

As India is celebrating the Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, it is imperative to make India as Aatmnirbhar Bharat in Drones and Anti Drones Manufacturing. The Government of India is promoting the drone production to make India as an export nation while also providing the room for the foreign companies to come and invest with local companies to make and export world class drones and related technologies. To supplement this, Nexgen Exhibitions Pvt. Ltd. organized the 3rd edition of Drone International Expo at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi which saw an extraordinary response from the participants from every vertical of the industry and stakeholders.
DRONE INTERNATIONAL EXPO 2022: BRINGING A DRONE REVOLUTION IN INDIA

India is home to many drone companies in India including some foreign technology suppliers. But its time to bring a revolution of drone and related technology to make India self-reliant or Aatmnirbhar Bharat in Drones and Unmanned Systems. The 3rd edition of Drone International Expo was a massive success in terms of participation where many stakeholders participated in various categories like exhibitors, conference delegates, visitors, VIPs etc.

Few companies who showcased their technologies included Anti Drone Gun by HILD Defence and Indo-Wings India, Autonomous Robot for rescue from floods by Divya Corporation and U-Safe India, Drone Batteries by Trontek Systems, Defence Drones by Endure Air, Agriculture drones by Chatak Drones etc.

Apart from these many renowned companies like Urban Matrix, Stratnel Technologies, Kasstech Solutions, Monotech etc also showcased their modern drones and technology for Defence, Security, Terrain Mapping, Land Survey, Policing, Coastal Security, Rescue, Disaster Management etc. The one day conference held alongside the expo also saw huge interest from CAPFs, Police, Indian Coast Guards, Army etc.

WWW.DRONEINTERNATIONALEXPO.COM
INCREASED PARTICIPATION

The exhibition is becoming instrumental tool for the exhibitors to introduce and launch new technologies, drones, anti drones, unmanned systems.

VISITORS FOOTFALL

The visitor footfall is increasing every year which makes this event a must to attend.
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